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3 Locaties in uw favorieten

Nana Funks
"Dance Until The Morning"
When all else in Southside closes for the night, Nana Funks livens things
up with eclectic music and an energetic crowd. This bar opens a lot later
than other places in the neighborhood and is a big draw among club
goers. Shoot some pool at the back or head straight to the dance floor
where the DJ spins a mix of R&B, pop, rap and hip-hop hits from the 1970s
and onwards. Lively until the wee hours and always buzzing with patrons,
a visit here ensures a great nightlife experience in Alabama.

by Libertinus

+1 205 250 8003

708 29th Street South, Birmingham AL

Escape Day Spa
"Spa Getaway"
Escape Day Spa is a tranquil oasis where you can do exactly what the
name says: escape. Services at the spa include an array of massages and
foot relaxation, waxing, facials, body wraps and more. The spa also offers
special couples massages and various spa packages. If you're in the need
for an afternoon (or whole day!) of pampering, head to the Homewood
neighborhood in the city to Escape Day Spa.

by nnoeki

+1 205 414 6062

theplace2escape@gmail.com

100 Broadway Street, Birmingham AL

Red Mountain Park
"Acres of Adventure"
Red Mountain Park consists of 1500 acres (607.02 hectares) full of
outdoor fun and excitement. In addition to the 11 hiking trails in the park,
there are also zip-lining facilities, historic mines, three tree houses and the
Hugh Kaul Beanstalk Forest and Kaul Adventure Tower. The park is one of
Birmingham's favorite destinations for outdoor adventure.
by Rob+Briscoe

+1 205 202 6043

www.redmountainpark.org/

2011 Frankfurt Drive, Birmingham AL
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